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Abstract

sumption will also help to decrease associated costs such as
thermal design and data center power distribution. Therefore, any proposal that reaches tangible power consumption
reduction in an economically viable way is of capital importance in such applications.
This paper focuses on reducing the power consumption
of high-speed off-chip data buses present in high-end memory systems. The so far proposed techniques for lowering
the power spent in the interconnect assume an error-free
environment, or the possibility of using specialized memory components. The actual constraints of memory systems
in commercial high-end servers are such that the proposed
concepts cannot be applied to main memory in a straightforward way. We propose an architecture that combines low
power encoding and error protection suitable for noisy environments. Moreover, all the coding can be performed in
the memory controller, without the need for additional interconnects, so that conventional DRAMs can be used. In
Section 1.1 a detailed explanation of the problem is given.
Section 2 gives an overview of related and previous work.
Mathematical description of the proposed coding is given in
Section 3 and in Section 3.1 its application to commercial
memory systems is shown. Power savings results are reported in Section 4, while the achieved reliability of the proposed system is analysed in Section 5. A statistical model
that takes into account hard, soft, and communication failures is developed in Section 5.1, the rationale for the parameter choice is given in Section 5.2 and its numerical simulation results for different memory systems are reported in
Section 5.3.

Off-chip communication consumes a significant part of
main memory system power. Existing solutions imply the
use of specialized memories or assume error free environments. This is either unrealistic or impractical in many
industrial situations. In this paper, we propose an architecture which implements classic low power encoding but
uses industry standard DRAMs. Moreover, the low power
encoding is combined with error-protection in order to extend the application to noisy channels or to the presence of
soft and hard failures in the memory. Parallelism between
the two encoding processes avoids any latency adder. Our
experimental results, based on current consumption measurements of DDR2 DRAM components in mass production,
show savings up to 31% on the I/O power and 6% on the
total memory energy of a single channel memory system of
4GB at practically no cost.

1. Introduction
In recent years, large data centers deploying highend, multiprocessor systems running commercial workloads started to face energy-use constraints. As transistor density and demand for computing performance rapidly
increase, the systems are approaching the limits of what
can be built without introducing expensive techniques such
as liquid cooling. Commercial workloads are typically
memory intensive, therefore high-end servers comprise one
or more high-performance processors and large amounts
of dynamic random–access memory (DRAM). In fully
equipped high-end systems the amount of power consumption of the memory, associated with the power consumption
of cooling fans, can reach 50% of the total [12]. Moreover, during lifetime, the energy consumption cost exceeds
the cost of the hardware [7]. Limiting the peak power con-
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1.1. Problem Statement
Currently, the bus-invert technique [8, 23] is implemented in memory systems according to the scheme of
Fig. 1a: the encoding and decoding of the bus is performed at user end as well as at memory side and the
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the memory controller only (like in Fig. 1e), the inversion
signalling bits have to be stored in the memory. The memory content can be corrupted by soft failures caused by alpha particles or cosmic rays [27, 15, 3]. As the coding for
low power has to be the outermost coding, a straightforward
combination with error protection coding would lead to unprotected signalling bits resulting in poor system reliability.
This paper proposes an architecture (Fig. 1f) that protects the bus-invert signalling bits in order to achieve resilience toward single-bit errors (due to either communication errors or failures in the memory). Moreover, by encoding large blocks of data, a lower level of redundancy is
needed. The bits freed are used for bus-invert signalling
and can be stored in the main memory without the need of
additional signals and pins. We will therefore show in Section 5.3 that, with appropriate encoding on the processor
side, tangible power savings can be achieved while using
unmodified industry-standard DRAMs without any loss of
overall system reliability.
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Figure 1. Bus-invert usage in memory systems. The principle of (a) is successfully implemented as in (b) or (c)

2. State of the Art

for error-free communication channels (on-chip or point to point channels).
Off-chip, limited reliability either requires nonstandard components (d) or
limits severely reliability to memory failures (e). Our encoding scheme (f)
combines low-power and reliability for commercially viable systems.

The bus-invert method was originally described in a
patent by Fletcher [8] and later further analysed by Stan and
Burleson [23, 24]. It is a simple method which achieves
50% decrease in peak I/O power dissipation and 25% decrease in average I/O power dissipation in unterminated
buses. In high-speed communication systems, the I/O
power consumption is dominated by line termination. In
this case bus-encoding techniques have to be combined with
tailored termination schemes [6]. In the above mentioned
works the communication channel is assumed error free.
This is not always the case and, as we will later show, implementing bus-invert techniques with noisy channels leads
to poor system reliability and resilience.
Memory systems for mission critical applications implement error correction or detection schemes in order to increase the communication reliability and the resilience toward soft and hard failures. The combination of low power
encoding with error correction and detection was already
explored by Sridhara and Shanbhag [21]. In this work it
is observed that, for such a combination, the error protection has to be the outermost code. The additional latency of
two sequential coding steps can be avoided using a method
developed by Mulla and Tu [19], but this work does not explore the impact of noisy channels. Bertozzi showed that
the lowest power consumption is achieved by error detection and retransmission as opposed to error correction [4].
This technique, originally proposed for on-chip communications, cannot be applied to memory systems, where soft
errors corrupt the memory content [27]. We suggest and
analyze in detail a viable combination of bus-invert coding
and error correction in the presence of noisy channels and

communication between user and memory is assumed error free. Commercial implementation of this scheme can be
found in communication between microprocessor and onchip caches (Fig. 1b, [9]) or in commercial DRAMs for
graphic applications (Fig. 1c, [10]). In both examples the
assumption about error free communications holds true due
to the high quality of the interconnect. Also, due to the
specialized use of such memory systems, the integration of
the codec on the memory side is economically viable. This
approach is hardly extensible to large memory systems.
In typical main memory subsystems for server applications there are large data buses connecting memory modules (DIMMs, Dual Inline Memory Modules), each module
having a large number of DRAM components organised in
ranks. In this case, integrating a codec in the DRAM components is disadvantageous as the number of inversion signalling bits will have to match the number of DRAM components per rank. Such pin-count increase is not sustainable as it would result in larger module connectors, larger
routing channels on the motherboard, larger pin-count on
the packages, and the impossibility of relying on economies
of scale since those components will differ from the mainstream commodity memories. The system cost increase
would therefore be significant. Moreover, the long stub bus
connecting all the memory devices might not be error free
at high frequencies (Fig. 1d).
If coding and decoding for low power is performed at
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both soft and hard failures.
Moreover, activity on the communication bus can be reduced by storing the most frequently transmitted messages
in a cache and transmitting the relative cache indexes instead [1, 13], or by using frequent value data-bus encoding [25]. Our scope are main memory systems where large
data buses connect memory modules, each module having
a large number of DRAM components. Such data bus is divided in bytes or nibbles connected in parallel to all memory
ranks. In this case the use of the aforementioned methods
will prove disadvantageous, as the overhead will be present
in each and every DRAM component, which contributes to
the data bus with a small number of bits. Moreover, in
multi-rank memory systems, only the DRAMs in the referred rank contribute to the data bus, further lowering the
efficiency of such schemes.

Figure 2. Exploiting code linearity.

By using the
linearity of algebraic codes, the ECC word is corrected in order to protect
the message also after the encoding for low power.

3. Exploiting Code Linearity
One should note that c is a fixed value for a given G and can
thus be precomputed and stored. This means that effectively
the ECC encoding and the bus inversion can still be done in
parallel and nevertheless the inversion signalling bits will be
error protected. The parallelism between the ECC and the
low power encoding make it possible to avoid any latency
adder. Also the modulo 2 sum between c and c can be
achieved by substituting already present buffers, which act
as pre-drivers for the off-chip transmitters, with xor gates.
The encoding process is represented graphically in Fig. 2.

In bus-invert coding, data bits are conditionally inverted
based on some metric—e.g., bus activity or frequency of
symbols that consume more power in line terminations. An
additional bit, signalling the inversion, makes possible to retrieve the original message. The bus-invert encoding shows
poor resilience against errors, as single errors hitting the
bus-invert signalling bit will result in multiple errors (all the
data bits will be incorrectly inverted by the decoder—hence
all bits will be wrong).
In order to avoid that an erroneous inversion signalling
bit leads to wrong decoding, also the inversion signalling bit
should be protected with ECC (Error Correction Code). By
using the linearity of ECC codes, the inversion signalling
bit can be error-protected and the ECC calculation on the
original word x can still be performed in parallel. For the
sake of simplicity let us now assume that the bus inversion
is performed on the whole word x—the case of inverting
chunks of x will lead to more inversion signalling bits and
the described method can be easily generalised.
First, let us extend x with as many zeros as the number of
bus-invert signalling bits, leading to [x, 0] in case of whole
word inversion. Let G be the generator matrix of the code.
Let y = [x, 0] · G be the encoded word. Inverting x is
equivalent to adding modulo 2 the all-ones vector 1, or x̄ =
(x ⊕ 1). Using the linearity,
[x̄, 1] · G = ([x, 0] ⊕ [1, 1]) · G = y ⊕ [1, 1] · G.

3.1. Application to Main Memory
Substantial modifications of mainstream DRAM components can be avoided by reusing the already present redundancy for error protection and detection. In main memories
for servers, ECC bits are added. For example, in a 64-bit
interface, 8 additional ECC bits are sufficient to implement
an extended Hamming code capable of correcting single errors and detecting double errors. By encoding larger blocks
of data, the bits freed can be reused for bus inversion signalling. Encoding and decoding for bus inversion can be
performed at the memory controller side, making the use of
industry standard DRAMs possible.
Communication to main memory usually occurs in
bursts of 4 or 8 memory words of 72 bits each, 64 bits of
data and 8 bits for ECC. In order to combine data bus inversion with error protection, without additional pins for
bus inversion signalling, the burst structure must be modified. Memory words are logically grouped in pairs and
the ECC word is computed over 128 data bits. The ECC
bits also protect the inversion signalling bits as described in
Section 3. In order to have single error correction, a Hamming(255,247) code is used. Therefore, 8 redundancy bits

(1)

If we express G in canonical form, then [x, 0]·G = [x, 0, c],
with c being the check-bits. Then [1, 1] · G = [1, 1, c ].
Therefore, in case of bus inversion, the word to be transmitted is
[x̄, 1, c ⊕ c ].

(2)
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Description

are sufficient to correct single errors on 247-bit long messages. Same error detection performance as the standard
system is achieved with a parity bit for each of the 72 bits.
With the proposed data structure, each 72-bit memory word
carries 64 data bits, 4 bits of ECC (half of the 8-bit ECC
word), 3 bits for bus-invert signalling, and 1 parity bit.
In order to compute the ECC word, the original 128bit message x = (x1 , x2 ), where x1 , x2 are the two 64-bit
words to be transmitted, is first augmented with zeros in order to reach the correct size (i.e., 247 bits). Let G be the
generator matrix of the Hamming(255,247), and let us consider G in the canonical form.
x = (x1 , x2 , 0) · G = (x1 , x2 , 0, c),

I/O Power supply
Transmitter impedance for control bus
Termination impedance for control bus
Transmitter impedance for DQ, DQS
Termination impedance for DQ, DQS

(3)

i=3


b1,i



g1,i ,

Partition

Activity

Savings

1
2
3
3
4

64
2 × 32
21,21,22
22,22,20
4 × 16

29.27
28.38
27.87
27.78
27.32

8.53%
11.31%
12.92%
13.18%
14.62%

2) at 667M T s I/O speed and 5-5-5 latency DRAM components [11]. The system has 4 ranks and uses by-4 components resulting in 72 DRAM dice organized on 2 DIMMs.
The power of the memory system (excluding I/Os) is calculated on the basis of DRAM typical current consumption
measurement results taken during mass production, according to JEDEC standard [11]. Detailed explanation on how to
calculate memory system power consumption can be found
in technical notes from DRAM vendors [18]. The workload
assumes a 70% data bus occupation with a write to read ratio of 1:2 with closed page policy (typical in servers). In
order to achieve such a high utilization, a burst length of 8
is used.
Electrical parameters of the memory system are reported
in Table 1. Activity on the data bus with bus-invert technique was calculated using the model presented by Lin and
Tsai [14]. In Table 2 the effect of different partitions of
the data bus is shown. The partition chosen for our design is highlighted in bold. In Table 3 a breakdown of the
power consumption of a standard and of the proposed system is shown. As can be expected, the power savings on

where 1(k) is a k-bit long all-ones vector and 0(k) is a k-bit
long all-zeros vector. This value has to be added modulo
2 (xor-ed) to the word (x1 , x2 , 0(3) , c) in order to obtain
the actual message including bus inversion and single-error
recovery. Double error detection is achieved by means of
extra parity bits. This can be done on each column of the
packet comprising 64 bits of data x1 , 4 bits of the check bits
(the actual 8-bit checksum is split among two columns), and
the 3 inversion signalling bits
(x1 , c1 ) ⊕

No. of groups

Table 2. Average number of events per bus
cycle.

[1(22) , 0(42) , 1, 0(182) ] · G = [1(22) , 0(42) , 1, 0(182) , g1 ], (4)



1.8 Volt
16 Ω
20 Ω
40 Ω
60 Ω

Table 1. Memory system electrical parameters.

with c being the 8 check bits.
The bus inversion is performed on the vectors (x1 , x2 ) in
three chunks of respectively 22, 22 and 20 bits, as 64 is not
a multiple of 3 (the rationale behind this partition is given in
Section 4). To each inversion signalling bit is associated the
vector obtained by calculating the check-bits of the vector
having ones in the positions that have to be inverted, a one
in the relative signalling position, and zeros elsewhere. For
instance, if the first inversion signalling bit is related to the
first 22 bits of x1 , then the relative check bits g1 can be
obtained as:

p1 =

Value

(5)

i=1

where c1 is the vector comprising half of the check-bits c,
g1,i is the vector comprising half of the check-bits gi , and
bi,j ∈ {0, 1} are the actual values of the bus inversion signalling bits. Allsums are intended modulo 2. Again, note
that the values
gj,i can be pre-calculated and the adjustment can be implemented with xor gates,
 as the effect will
be just inverting or not the parity value (x1 , c1 ).

Power [mW]

4. Power Consumption
The system taken into account is a 4GB plus ECC memory system, using 512Mbit 70nm DDR2 (Double Data Rate

Contributor

Pins

Standard

Proposed

Savings

Cmd/Addr/Ctlr
DQ/DQS
Total I/O
Total DIMM

39
108
147
147

567
1633
2200
10800

567
959
1526
10126

41%
31%
6%

Table 3. Memory system power breakdown.
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the data bus (DQ/DQS) due to the combination of the businvert technique with a Vdd termination scheme are quite
high (41%). The power saving is diluted to 6%, when the
total power consumption of the memory subsystem is taken
into account. This has to be regarded as a lower bound
on power savings as higher memory densities (less memory ranks, or by-8 organization) will result in a lower total
power, while the power consumption of the I/O interface
will stay constant. Moreover, power savings on the total
memory subsystem will be higher if the same amount of
memory is, for example, organised in 2 memory channels,
each having half the number of ranks. Such configurations
improve performance, as doubling the number of memory
channels increases the communication bandwith at the price
of higher I/O power consumption—hence, the importance
of this work.

Figure 3. Stochastical model.

S, H and W are the
states with one bit wrong due to respectively soft, hard, or communication

errors. 0 and 0 are the states with Nb or Nb − 1 correct bits.

the word has one bit wrong due to a communication error
happened during a write operation. The word will change
state with the following probabilities:

5. System Reliability
In this section, system reliability for different systems
will be presented. First a mathematical model is developed,
then parameters for the model are selected, and, finally, results of numerical simulations are shown.

P0 = e−Nb (λH T0 +λS T0 +λb Tb ) ,
−(Nb −1)(λH T0 +λS T0 +λb Tb )

P 0 = e

PS = P0 Nb (e

λS T0

(7)
,

− 1),

(8)
(9)

5.1. Statistical Model

PH = Nb (1 − eλH T0 )P0 ,

(10)

Noorlag et al. already proposed a statistical model that
makes it possible to calculate the time to failure due to
both hard and soft errors of a memory system with single
error correction [20]. We will now extend this model to
take into account also communication errors. The system
is described as a discrete-time stochastic process. Let us
assume that all the failure mechanisms are Poissonian processes [20, 22]. Let λH , λS , and λb be the rates of occurrence of respectively hard, soft, and communication fails.
Let T0 be the time period with which the word is purged
from soft errors, i.e., the word is read, any single error is
corrected, then is written back. A bit can experience a communication error during a write operation. For the sake of
simplicity, communication errors during read operations are
ignored since the word can be retransmitted. Let Tb be the
bit-unit interval. Since all Nb bits are transmitted in parallel, the write operation lasts Tb . The probability of a single
bit being affected by one or more communication errors is
therefore

PW = Nb (1 − e

(11)

−λb Tb

P(wrong transmission) = 1 − e

.

λb Tb

)P0 .

Fig. 3 shows the finite state machine with relative transition probabilities. Let A be the transition matrix:


Ps PH P0 0 PW
 0
0
0 P0
0 



A =  Ps PH P0 0 PW 
.
 0
0
0 P0
0 
0
0 P0 0 PW
Initially the memory word is free of errors and in state 0 ;
therefore, the transition matrix A0 , which describes the first
transition, is the matrix that has the third row equal to the
third row of A and all other rows null. Assuming independent words, the probability that a system with NW memory
words remains operational after nT0 time intervals is

P (system good at t = nT0 ) = 

(6)



NW
r[n]i,j 

(12)

i,j

where r[n]i,j are the elements of the matrix

At any time, each memory word can be in one of the following states {S , H , 0 , 0  , W }. The word is in state S if
exactly one bit is wrong due to a soft error and there are no
hard fails. The word is in state H if exactly one hard failure
happened. The states 0 and 0  are the states where respectively Nb or Nb − 1 bits are correct. W is the state where

R[n] = A0 An−1 .

(13)

Obvious modifications to Equations 7-11 have to be made
in case of unprotected bus-invert signalling bits.
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Figure 4. Survival probability for different memory systems.

Unprotected bus inversion leads to unacceptable low system
reliability. Error protected bus inversion makes possible to reuse redundant bits for bus inversion signalling without loss of system reliability. The small reliability loss
due to lower redundancy can be easily regained with more frequent purge of errors.

vival of e−1 ≈ 36.8%. The target of a system designer is
to select T0 such that the mean time to failure due to hard
and soft errors is comparable (i.e., not smaller than one order of magnitude) to the mean time to failure due to hard
failures only (MTF h ). The clearing of soft errors through
the normal data flow is usually adequate.
As opposed to soft errors due to alpha particles or cosmic rays, communication errors are usually much more frequent. In high speed interfaces, bit error rate (BER) values
might range from 10−12 for noisy interfaces to less than
10−16 for highly reliable communication channels. As a
reference, at a rate of 1 Gbps, a BER of 10−14 would result
in 1 error per day on one bit line. The problem becomes
worse in wide parallel interfaces, common in memory systems, forcing the design of highly reliable channels. Although small, the probability of communication errors cannot be assumed zero and, as it will appear, making this assumption during system design might lead to poor reliability. In our simulations a BER such that λb Tb = 10 · λH T0
was assumed.

5.2. Model Parameters
The memory system taken into account has 108 words
of 72 bits for a total capacity of 800 MB excluding redundancy. The memory spaces currently used in high end
servers are much larger, as there are on the market memory
modules in the range of gigabytes. However a larger memory space will exacerbate the problem and the size chosen
for the experiments is large enough to expose the issues of
not protecting the signalling inversion bits from communication errors.
The actual values for soft and hard failure rates for a
given technology are difficult to estimate or measure and
there is a high variance in reported results [2, 5, 26, 16, 17].
For low failure rates, the relationship between the mean
time to failure in the presence of soft error rates and the
mean time to failure due to only hard failures is determined
by the ratio between soft and hard error rates, λλHS . Although
infrequent, soft errors have rates which are orders of magnitude greater than the rates of hard failures (mean times
to single event due to soft errors are in the order of weeks,
whereas mean times to single event due to hard errors are in
the order of years). Nevertheless, the probability of failure
due to soft errors can be made arbitrarily small by reducing
the erasure interval T0 sufficiently [20], provided that the
row cycle time allows to read-modify-write all the memory
words in the system within the erasure interval. The mean
time to failure (MTF ) is defined as the probability of sur-

5.3. Numerical Results
In Fig. 4 an overview of the reliability of the different
systems taken into consideration is given. All measurements have been normalised over MTF h , as the probability of survival in the presence of hard failures only (dashdotted curve terminating with a circle) is an upper bound
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for systems with additional failure mechanisms. In the presence of communication errors the upper bound is lower
and is represented by the survival probability curve of the
standard system in the presence of both hard failures and
communication errors (rightmost dashed curve terminating
with a circle). The reliability performance of the standard system when also soft errors are taken into account is
represented by the survival probability curves ending with
squares. More frequent clearing of soft errors will increase
the survival probability also in presence of communication
errors, reaching the relative upper bound.
As one expects, communication errors in systems with
unprotected bus inversion significantly degrade the reliability of the system. As shown in Fig. 4, with all parameters
being equal, the mean time to failure (curves ending with
the x-mark) decreases by several orders of magnitude. In
the presence of communication errors, it is not possible to
improve the system reliability by lowering the erasure period T0 , as the upper bound is represented by the same system in the absence of soft failures (dotted curve ending with
the x-mark). For this system, although infrequent, communication errors are the main failure mechanism and the reliability can only be improved by increased quality of the
communication media, which might not be feasible, or alternatively, by lowering the data rate on the channel, which
results in decreased performance of the memory system.
Conversely, the survival probabilities of a system with
the proposed error-protected bus inversion (curves ending
with diamonds) are comparable to those of the standard system. Additionally, the upper bound limits (with and without
communication errors) that can be reached by lowering T0
are the same. Therefore, the proposed scheme has a very
limited cost, saves tangible energy, and has practically no
impact on the correct operation of the system.
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6. Conclusions
We presented a novel combination of encoding for low
power and error protection, which makes it possible to use
the bus-invert technique in the presence of errors without
any compromise on overall system reliability. Moreover, as
opposed to current schemes of bus inversion in commercial
applications, the proposed architecture allows the use of industry standard memories avoiding the system cost increase
due to specialized DRAMs.
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